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Jarava- this is the “underground” name during the anti-fascist fight, in which Dimitar 
Todorov had his modest share. In the years after the victory, he participated in many joint 
exhibitions , and now, in honour of the anniversary, Jarava presents himself before our 
renewed country with an exhibition on his own  at the CDNA hall, and with a quite 
modern style, too. Behind the bold touch of the brush and the broad knife spots and 
simple line, one could hardly guess his age. In the fruits (“Wild pears”, “Apples”) 
,figuratively speaking ,we can see the lively juice of our generous land. And the 
tenderness and the refinement of the flowers (“Autumn colours”, “Poppies”, “Bucket”, 
“Flowers of the field”), put in the vases, which do not clamp them, but allow them to live 
even outside their natural medium, give us a lyrical impression.
The optimism is characteristic  also for Jarava’s landscape paintings (“Near Sofia “, 
“Balchick”,”Jeravna”, “Knyajevo”). Dimitar Todorov is infatuated by the countryside, so 
different in mood and colours in the different regions of the country.
Although the landscape, flowers and still-life are prevailing in numbers, the stress of the 
whole exhibition is over the few portraits. “Lilya- my cousin” tells about the enormous 
love of the painter towards Lilyana Dimitrova. He has narrated about her with his brush, 
the way she still lives in his memory- kind, gentle and at the same time concentrated. 
Behind the clear forehead one could a strained thinking.
The attention is drawn to the two figural compositions- “The policeman of the quarter” 
and “In the waiting-room”. Both of the paintings show the acute social attitude of their 
creator. 
The exposed works of  Dimitar Todorov-Jarava, presented with the rich colouring of the 
warm and gentle tones, touched by the optimistic nature of the painter, create in the 
audience a cheerful mood and love towards the countryside. In the paintings there is a 
fresh and bright feeling that shows that the artist is young-at-heart. The exhibition of 
Jarava is yet another confirmation that art knows no age.
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